
 

Name: Kelli Gooch Unit/Topic: Snowmen at Night Week of: Dec 14-18, 2020 

Lesson Plans 

 Monday 
(Gooch/Haley) 

Tuesday 
(Lewis/Foster) 

Wednesday 
(Gooch/Haley) 

Thursday 
(Lewis/Foster) 

Friday 
(All Classes) 

TEKS/ 
Standards 

11 (A), (B), (D) 
3.11 D (i),(ix),(x),(xi) 
 

11 (A), (B), (D) 
3.11 D (i),(ix),(x),(xi) 

11 (A), (B), (D) 
3.11 D (i),(ix),(x),(xi) 

11 (A), (B), (D) 
3.11 D (i),(ix),(x),(xi) 

 

Objective(s) The students will be able 
to complete simple and 
compound sentences with 
subject-verb agreement; 
capitalization of official 
titles of people, holidays, 
and geographical names 
and places; punctuation 
marks, including 
apostrophes in 
contractions and 
possessives and commas 
in compound sentences 
and items in a series; and 
correct spelling of words 
with grade-appropriate 
orthographic patterns and 
rules and high-frequency 
words. 
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Bell work SHOTS SHOTS SHOTS SHOTS  

Spelling      



 
 
Key Questions during Lesson 

Key  
Vocabulary 

Subject 
Verb 
Proper Nouns 
Punctuation Marks 

Subject 
Verb 
Proper Nouns 
Punctuation Marks 

Subject 
Verb 
Proper Nouns 
Punctuation Marks 

Subject 
Verb 
Proper Nouns 
Punctuation Marks 

 

Grammar Read Aloud “Snowmen 
at Night” 
 
“If I were a snowman at 
night” graphic organizer 
and writing activity. 
 

Read Aloud “Snowmen 
at Night” 
 
“If I were a snowman at 
night” graphic organizer 
and writing activity. 

Test over “Snowmen at 
Night” and “The 
Snowglobe Family” 

Test over “Snowmen at 
Night” and “The 
Snowglobe Family” 

Christmas Party/Movie 

Writing 
Workshop 

     

Lesson  
Closure 

Why do you think the 
snowmen came to life 
at night? 

Why do you think the 
snowmen came to life 
at night? 

Do you think it would 
be fun to be a 
snowman? Why or why 
not. 

Do you think it would 
be fun to be a 
snowman? Why or why 
not. 

 

Assessment- 
Formative 
Summative 
Exit Ticket 

5-Minute Grammar 
Review 

5-Minute Grammar 
Review 

5-Minute Grammar 
Review 

5-Minute Grammar 
Review 

 

Why do you think the snowmen came to life at night? 

 
What are some of the things the snowmen did during the night? 

 
Do you think the people are becoming suspicious of the snowmen? Explain. 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 


